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EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT (ESD) SHELL

Abstract

An Expert System Development (ESD) Shell design and implementation

is described in detail. The shell provides high-level generic facilities for knowledge

representation (KR) & inferencing and tools for developing user interfaces.

Powerful set of tools in the shell relieves much of the programming burden in

the ES development. The shell is written in PROLOG under IBM PC/AT.

KR facilities are based on two very powerful formalisms namely, frames

and rules. Inference Engine (IE) draws most of its power from unification and

backward reasoning strategy in PROLOG. This basic mechanism is enhanced

further by incorporating both forward & backward chaining of rules and frame-

based inferencing. Overall programming style integrates multiple paradigms

including logic, object oriented, access-oriented and imperative programming.

This permits ES designer a lot of flexibility in organizing inference control.

Creation and maintenance of knowledge base is a major activity. The

shell, therefore, provides number of facilities to simplify these tasks. Shell

design also takes note of the fact that final success of any system depends on

end-user satisfaction and hence provides features to build use-friendly interfaces.

In addition to these built-in features, it is possible to incorporate

additional functionality by writing PROLOG code to meet the demands of

individual applications. Such a facility is normally not encountered in the

commercially available ES shells due to their closed architecture. The shell

also provides a set of interfacing predicates so that it can be embedded

within any PROLOG program to incorporate functionality of the shell in the

user program.
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1. INTRODUCTION '

Expert systems(ES) or Knowledge Based (KH) systems are computer programs which
manipulate a large amount of knowledge 10 simulate the performance of an expert, in a
narrow domain. ES are specifically designed to capture the knowledge structures and methods
used by human experts to perform a task. These systems use specialised knowlcdee combined
with deductive reasoning to solve problems for which algorithmic solutions are either not
available or require enormous processing power beyond the limits of present day technology.

The use of Knowledge fiased systems technology simplifies solving of a large class of
complex problems and problems in irregular domains. As expertise is scarce, these systems
help in preserving expert knowledge. Current application areas ot knowledge based systems
include diagnosis, decision support systems, circuit an;ilysis, speech and image
understanding, resource scheduling, financial planning etc.

The BSD shell provides a knowledge programming environment for developing expert
systems. It helps in all stages in the life cycle of ES -from design to implementation, validation
& verification and finally in maintenance of ES. Shells can reduce time and cost of
development by providing a number of off-the-shelf facilities like, structures for holding
knowledge, a program to process knowledge and draw conclusions, extensions to process
probabilistic knowledge, an explanation system to explain reasoning used, means for
incremental development of large ES, and methods for rapid completion of a prototype.

2. NEED FOR SHELL

An Expert system basically consists of three modules Knowledge Base, Inference
Engine and User Interface as shown in Fig. 1. Knowledge Base comprises of domain
speulic information and Inference Engine provides inferencing and reasoning mechanisms.
User Interface simplifies man-machine interactions and communications.

ES are designed with the belief that machines can exhibit expert-level performance,
even when one adopts very simple inferencing strategies and imparts vast amount of
knowledge into the machine. Inference Engine is kept us simple as possible and the required
ES power is obtained from the knowledge base that is stuffed with maximum possible
information about the domain under investigation. Keeping this design strategy in mind, one
of the architectural principle.-, of ES is, to keep the knowledge and inferencing components
independent and separate. One can then use, in principle, same inference engine and
knowledge sti.;.ures and develop separate application specific knowledge base for
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individual applications. This approach ha: made- the concept of shell feasible and common

elements of !<S are collected to form an expert system shell as shown in f'ig. 2. The nuiin

task of the KS developer or more commonly known as Knowledge Engineer (KR) is to

conccnirate more on interpreting domain concepts and using shell facilities to develop KB.

This, in turn considerably reduces time and efforts in ES devi lopi'icnt.

Apart from above runtime modules, HS shell also provide various tools such as

Knowledge manager, debugger to .simplify ES development cycle. Knowledge manager

helps in knowledge acquisition tusk which is the most difficult and time consuming step in

ES development. The knowledge engineer extracts knowledge about the domain from the

domain expert, reports, manuals and other sources of information ;md then encodes vital

information into machine computable, form with the help of Knowledge manager.

Development stages of expert systems do not strictly follow the waterfall model of

software development. ES problems are often ill-strucluied and do not have precise

algorithmic solutions. The problem is further aggravated since the developer who himself is

normally not a domain expert, has to interact with the actual expert and build the KB. There

is a possibility that he may misinterpret some concepts, ignore some important details or

bring in inconsistencies. The shell ensures quick prototyping and hence enables domain

expert to validate the performance of ES as it evolves. The shell further supports the

evolutionary nature of ES development by offering facilities to create, update and browse

through knowledge base. Depending upon the capabilities of this interface, domain expert

himself, may he able to interact and build the KB and thus dispensing with KE completely-

This is the ideal goa! sought by shell developers.

Success of any ES ultimately depends on how friendly the user-interface is. The

end-user should be able to easily express his problems and get answers in tin* friendly form.

It is equally important that the reasoning process be evident to the user. This greatly helps

in establishing credibility of the system and developing user confidence in the ES. The

shell, therefore, includes set of facilities to build user-interfaces to meet these requirements.

This also results in a consistent and friendly interface across different ES applications.

3. Wl JY DliVIilJOP SI IEEE?

Commercially available shells differ widely in cost and capabilities. At lower end,

there are shells which can be used for developing demo programs only. Shells at the other

end of the spectrum, are very costly but provide various sophisticated facilities and incorporate

latest techniques. This brings in a question, " Why develop a shell instead of acquiring a

suitable ready-made shell? "



For conuiicrci.il reasons, normally an attempt is made to vr.\kc t^csi: she!! JIT.U.'

general to serve wider application spectrum and in thai process, pcri'oroi.iiivc .s of>en sacnf:; -i.
Moreover, whatever sophistication and generality a shell claims, it is stiii a ir.vth iiisn a
reality that a single shell will meet requirements of all applications. Pu?: to Simited •;x^ernrii
language interface, it is often very difficult to add even simple features to these shells.
Contrary to this, in-house shells, due to source code availability, can be modified IK srnr;:n TU
to meet changing requirements.

Normally the development cycle of ES for a complex problem spam over number >f
years and owing to rapid advancements in technology belter and more powerful mncMnes
will be available. It may be necessary to port ES on to these new machines. Major drawback
of ready-made shells is their lack of portability and compatibility for these new gener.iiion
machines. In order to preserve the development efforts it may become th .̂n i.e< essmy to
procure the same shell, if available, working on the new platform. An alternative could be
choosing another shell which supports new environment, and start development afre.'h. .As
against this, in-house developed shell can be easily ported on to a new platform,
preserving all previous efforts.

4. ESD SHELL ARCHITECTURE

ESD provides schemes to represent domain knowledge in the machine-computable

form, inferencing mechanism to use the problem-solving & factual knowledge, facilities for

developing user-friendly interface and building knowledge base. Detailed ESD shell

architecture is shown in Fig. 3. The architecture follows general structure and concepts

outlined in sections 2. Fig. 4 shows processing hierarchy and communication paths amongst

various modules of an expert system developed using ESD shell. The shell comprises of

modules required for runtime ES system and additional tools required for its development.

These are explained briefly in this section.

ESD shell comprises of three main modules Knowledge Manager (KM), Inference

Engine (IE) and User Interface (UI) as shown in Fig. 3. Though, knowledge base is not

considered as a part of the ESD shell, it decides internal structure of KB by providing a

powerful knowledge representation scheme.

4.1 KNOWLEDGE MANAGER (KM)

KM module is basically designed to help developer to construct and debug application
specilic knowledge base and as such does not get included in the runtime environment of the
target ES. However KM forces knowledge representation scheme and knowlege structure
onto the knowledge bass. It consists of compiler and editor sub-modules to help build
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knowledge base and a debugger to debug d. KR schemes adopted is described first.

Knowledge Representation Schemes

The domain knowledge typically consists of descriptive definitions of domain specific
objects and their inter-relationships and rules for representing their behaviour &
making decisions to solve problems. Knowledge representation is concerned with the ways
in which information can be conveniently stored in data structures for the purpose of symbolic
computation. Suitability of KR schemes can be gauged in terms of their expressive power,
understandability and accessibility. Appropriate choice for knowledge structures is cri.-ciai,
as the performance of inferencing process is intimately linked with this choice.

Predicate Logic and Productions Rules are the most basic forms of KR schemes.

Semantic Nets and Frames are two useful structured representation schemes. Each one has

certain strong points and weaknesses. However, integ.ation of predicate logic, production

rules and frames, as adopted in this ESD shell, results into a powerful hybrid scheme.

Predicate Logic is used to represent facts, infer additional facts from the existing facts
and rigorously prove or disprove statements. It provides a rigorous and justifiable mechanism
for making inferences. However the language constructs are too fine grained to represent
more complex constructs and too rigorous & inflexible. Nevertheless, predicate logic serves
as a convenient basis for implementing higher level KR schemes. In fact, our implementa-
tion of rules and frames is based on it.

Frames elegantly represent the static properties of objects, but provide no direct
facilities for declaratively describing how to use the knowledge stored in frames. Production
rules (forward and backward chaining types) on the other hand have sufficient expressive
power to represent a useful range of domain dependant inference rules and behaviour
specifications. Their expressive power is inadequate for defining t_vms, for describing domain
objects and static relationships among objects. The blending of these techniques, therefore,
results in a powerful scheme for representing both structural and behavioural knowledge.

KRL Compiler

The ESD shell, as mentioned earlier, is developed in PROLOG. The KB, therefore
consists of set of very complex PROLOG clauses. Manually encoding knowledge in PROLOG
is extremely tedious and error-prone. Moreover, it requires thorough knowledge of PROLOG.
The shell, therefore, provides a high level, easy-to-learn, knowledge representation language
(KRL) to express domain knowledge by the developer. Compiler sub-module of KM receives
domain specific information from the developer in KRL and compiles it in to PROLOG



clauses. Since KRL is an English like language, building knowledge base becomes quite an
easy task for the developer.

Knowledge Editor

Interactive knowledge editor helps the developer to browse through or edit compiled
knowledge. KRL compiler converts input information in KRL language to PROLOG whereas
knowledge editor converts knowledge in PROLOG to equivalent KRL form to enable KE
to make incremental changes in the knowledge base.

ES Debugger

ES Debugger relies mainly on built-in debugger facility of PROLOG language and
augments it further with explanation to facilitate detailed debugging of ES under
development.

4.2 INFERENCE ENGINE

Inference Engine consists of Server, Expression Evaluator, Command Interpreter,
and Explanation Generator sub-nodules. These sub-modules are included in both the
development-time and runtime-environments of ES under development. Command Inter-
preter and Expression Evaluator together activate production rules in forward or backward
chaining manner. Forward chaining, also known as data driven rule activation, works from
an available evidence towards conclusions. Backward chaining, also known as goal directed
chaining, starts with hypothesized conclusions and works backwards towards supporting
evidence. This results in to powerful and flexible inferencing mechanism.

Server

Server provides an interface between knowledge structure and other clien
sub-modules such as Knowledge editor, Command Interpreter, Expression Evaluator,

Explanation Generator. This interface provides a set of very useful predicates Jo manipulate

knowledge structures.This sub-module has independent servers for rules and frames and any

interaction with the knowledge base by any other constituents of ES are routed through
frame server and rule server only.

Expression Evaluator

Expression evaluator sub-module, as the name implies, evaluates expressions which
occur in production rules. Backward chaining rules are conditional expressions whereas



forward chaining rules are conditional commands. In both the types of rules, conditions are
boolean expressions whereas in general expression can be of any general type. PROLOG
has a built-in facilty to evaluate expressions with only limited types of operands and operators
and thereby limiting inferencing capability of the ES. This Expression Evaluator sub-module
enhances PROLOG'S inferencing capability by providing facilities to evaluate more flexible
forms of expressions.

Command I ntcrpreter

Commands, that the ESD shell support, specify actions to be carried out such as

changing or adding knowledge elements to the KB, activating certain rule, or displaying

some text to the screen etc. The shell commands cover all important categories namely,

assignment coinm.-imls, input / output commands, conditional commands and iterative or

loop commands. Moreover, these commands can be nested freely. Command interpreter of

the sheli supplies necessary code to interpret and execute these commands.

Explanation G enerator

This sub-module generates explanation which helps the user to understand the line

of reasoning adopted by ES to reach a particular conclusion. This helps in establishing user's

confidence in ES consultations.

4.3. USER INTERFACE

Man-machine interactions are involved in all phases of ES life cycle. Therefore design

of man-machine interface is an important activity in its own right. Following the

contemporary windows' philosophy, the shell provides a set of tools to develop user friendly

interactions and to ensure interaction consistency across different applications. User interface

module helps in organising user interactions in terms of convenient and well-familiar entities

such as .forms and menus. It provides two utilities, namely form handler and menu handler

to manage these entities.

5. PROGRAMMING SI RATKG Y

Programming style based on multiple programming paradigms is essential to naturally
and efficiently encode the problem solving knowledge of second generation expert systems
applications. Hence, instead of forcing a single paradigm, the shell permits ES developer
to select an appropriate paradigm or their combination. The design of the shell is based on
this philosophy and uses logic, objeci oriented and of course, the usual imperative style of
programming. We will now discuss these in turn and see how each one is useful in

10



i m p l e m e n t i n g l i i l t c to iu aspi-cts of t he S!H II.

5.1 LOGIC PROGRAMMING

PROLOG which has first order predicate calculus as its basis, has a number of
features which makes it a natural choice as the language for the development of expert
systems. Moreover, PROLOG being very popular general purpose AI language, is available
on number of platforms, from PCs to mainframes. Hence, if ES shell is developed under
PROLOG, it can be easily ported on various platforms.

PROLOG contains some declarative features from mathematical logic and some

procedural aspects. Its reasoning capabilities are based on deductive capabilities of Ix)gic

and pattern matching & backtracking mechanisms. It has built-in database containing clauses

which can be interpreted either as data or procedures. The unification in PROLOG serves

as a generalized pattern nvitcher. The control strategy follows depth first search with

chronological backtracking. It is therefore easy to represent rules as PROLOG clauses and

let PROLOG fire rules in a backward chaining manner. Implementation of forward chaining

mechanism only needs some programming efforts. Similarly, with dual interpretation of

PROLOG programs, " procedural and declarative interpretation ", declarative and

procedural aspects of frames can be easily represented as clauses in database of PROLOG.

5.2 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING (OOP)

In imperative style programming, each program consists of set of procedures. The

association of these procedures with their data is implicit. In contrast to this, in OOP every

program comprises of set of objects. Each object stands for some entity and encapsulates

both structural and behavioral properties of the underlying entity. This encapsulation improves

modularity of the program.

In ESD shell, a frame is an object and contains information which describes static and

dynamic properties of domain entities. Every frame comprises of set of slots and rules. The

slots represent static attributes of domain entities and rules define their behavior. Every

frame thus provides explicit representation of context in which associated production rules

do their reasoning. This enables inferencing process to focus its attention on a small set of

relevant production rules. This is particularly advantageous when total number of rules is

very large. Contrary to this, performance of conventional rule-based system degrades with

increase in number of rules.

Another important characteristic of OOPs that has been incorporated in ESD shell

is the inheritance. The object frames are organized into class-subclass hierarchy. Objects

11



lower in the hierarchy inherit both data and rules from their ancestral objects. This object

hierarchy along with inheritance mechanism greatly reduces total number of rules when

compared with pure rule-based system. This leads to improved system performance.

The frame structure also permits attachment of procedures or rules to individual slots
in the frame. These procedures are called demons and are analogous to internal hardware
interrupts. The demons get triggered when associated slot values are i\r , ssed or changed.
They take precedence over normal inferencing functions. The demon based inferencing is
also known as data driven inferencing as it is activated as a result of changes in the knowl-
edge base. It is very useful in modeling and simulation of real world objects and processes.

5.3 IMPERATIVE PROGRAMMING

One of the powerful and must familiar and widely adopted programming paradigm
is what is known as imperative paradigm. The programming languages like FORTRAN,
PASCAL, C ... are based on this paradigm. Imperative language constructs are commands
to carry out certain actions such as displaying text, reading key-strokes or assigning values
to variables. Forward chaining rules of the shell follow this style. The main advantage of this
style is that most of the programmers are familiar with it and find it easy to adopt. Secondly,
activities related to input/output or slot value assignments can be more naturally expressed
as commands rather than as logic assertions.

Integrating multiple paradigms, thus, combines strengths of different techniques and

lends considerable flexibility in ES development. Logic programming was largely responsible

in reducing development efforts. The object oriented methodology, on the other hand,

gave additional dimensions to the integration of frames and rules. Frames, for example, not

only fulfill their usual role of static knowledge representation but also actively participate

in the inferencing process. Imperative programming offers ES developer more familiar set

of tools for implementing reasoning services.

6. BSD SHELL IMPLEMENTATION IN PROLJOG

We will discuss in more details the facilities ESD shell provides for knowledge

representation, inferencing and user interactions. Only important aspects are considered

and their implementation in PROLOG is detailed. In particular, we will see how frames and

rules arc represented and manipulated in PROLOG. We shall also explain the mechanism

for activation of backward chaining and forward chaining rules and demons.

We will illustrate the concepts with the help of few examples. These examples were

taken from the knowledge base of the expert system developed for fault analysis of nucle-

12



onic channels generally encountered in a nuclear reactor control and safety. A typical setup
is explained in the next section.

6.1 TYPICAL APPLICATION DOMAIN
Fault diagnosis of Nucleonic channels

A typical application domain of fault diagnosis of nucleonic channels, wherein concepts
of object heirarchy and interdependence can be effectively demonstrated, is selected Nucleonic
channels are electronic instrumentation used in nuclear reactors for measurement of reactor
power P (neutron flux) and period T (rate of change of neutron flux) and use these parameters
to control the reactor operation and ensure safety of the reactor. These channels measure
P and T by suitably processing signal received from nuclear detector ( e.g. ionization
chamber ) located conveniently near the reactor core. Instantaneous values of P and T are
of prime significance for executing control and safety actions.

General instrumentation setup is shown in Fig. 5. for a nuclear reactor. The block

diagram of a typical nucleonic channel is shown in Fig. 6. Channels are configured from

electronic function modules ( LV, HV, BIN, TRIP TRAY, LIN POWER, LOG POWER,

LIN RATE, LOG RATE, etc. ) to simplify on-line maintenence and to keep low spares

inventory. In addition to P and T measuring channels, there are comparator channels which

compare instantaneous measured values of P and T with the values set by the operator and

in case there is any deviation, a corrective control action is initiated by either manual or

automatic control mechanism. Safety mechanism takes over if P and T values exceed certain

preset limit values All the channels are triplicated to increase the reliability of the control

and safety decision. Fig. 7 illustrates a typical overall system. The total system considered in

this discussion includes 24 channels comprising of 105 function modules of 14 different

types. The goal is to locate faulty electronic function modules in the system and to suggest

remedial action.

6.2 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

Frames and rules are the basic entities of KB. KRL includes constructs to express

them. All shell modules need to interact with them in one way or the other. Choosing

appropriate method for their representation in PROLOG is important, since it can

significantly affect overall system performance. We will see how the ESD shell represents

these entities in PROLOG, and reasons for our choice.

13
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6.2.1 FRAME REPRESENTATION IN KRL

The frame based language provides constructs for describing individuals and classes
of individuals in an application domain. Frames extend the notion of records in structured
programming languages with the addition of inheritance. A frame representing a class contains
the prototype description of the class as a whole. It contains a set of named attributes called
slots, an equivalent of field in a record, which together describe a concept, object or event.
Following examples show frame representation in KRL

frame reactor

parent object

slot setPower :

slot excess Power:

slot channelLLit:

facet type, real

facet ifN'ceded: rl
facet type: boolean

facet default: false

facet ifNeeded: r2

facet ifCalled: "Establishing if power exceeded set limit"

facet type: list_of(channel)

slot mrdcRecorderFlag: facet type: boolean
facet ifNeeded: r3

endFrame.

frame channel

parent object

slot parentSystem:

slot faultyFlag:

endFrame.

facet type : reactor
facet type : boolean

frame linPChannel

parent channel

slot excessLamp:

endFrame.

facet type: boolean

frame cabinet
parent object
slot cahinelSuppfyOK:

endframe.

facet type: boolean
facet whenChanged: cabinetRule

16



instance xReactor

parent reactor

slot clianndList: facet value: [aLinP,bLinP,cLinP,aLogR,...]
endlnstance.

instance aLinP

parent linPChannel
slot parentSystem: facet value: xReactor

endlnstance.

Every frame has a unique name such as reactor, channel, linPChannel etc. Slot

parent represents the parent frame from which a frame will inherit most of its properties.

The frame linPChannel inherits slots parentSystem and faultyFlag from channel in addition

to it's own slot. Only single inheritance is allowed. An important aspect of frame based rea-

soning is selective overriding of inherited values.

Frames that describe slots and the types of values they can have are called generic

frames. Frames that represent actual objects are instances of a frame. Frames reactor, chan-
nel and linPchannel are generic frames and xReactor and aLinP are instances of frames.

Slots in a frame, in addition to values, can have other information which is present

in its facets. Typically the type of facets that describe a slot are:

i. type : This states a type of a value the slot is allowed to hold.

ii. default : It is a value to be taken by the slot in the absence of explicit

information to the contrary. The default value for slot excessPower

is false, unless otherwise specified.

iii. ifNeeded : This facet contains rules which are fired for obtaining the value

of the slot if none has been specified.

iv. whenChanged: Rules or procedures named in this facet are triggered whenever

the value of the slot changes.

v. ifCalled & ifSucceeded :

are attached to generate explanation and show the progress 01 a

consultation. For example, as soon as the rule for obtaining the

value of excessPower is fired, the explanation provided in its ifCalled

facet is displayed. This gives an idea to the user why he is being

asked for the value.

Although frame languages provide no specific facilities for declaratively describing

behavior, they provide various ways of attaching procedural information to frames. KRL
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allows both production rules and predicate calculus statements to be stored within and
activated from frames to do the inference.

Type Specification

The shell has built-in types such as integer, real, string and boolean. In addition, types
such as list_of, set_of and nesting of these types i.e. list_of(list_of(integer)) etc. can be
defined. It also allows the user to define new types.

To summarize, a frame definition in the representation language understood by the
shell is as follows.

Class Frame definition:

frame FramcName

parent FnuneName

SIotList

endFrame.

Instance Frame definition:

instance InsianceName
parent InstanceName
SIotList

endlnstance.

where keywords frame & endFrame are used to enclose class frame and keywords
instance & endlnstance are used to enclose instance frame.

SIotList [ Slot | SIotList ] / [ ]

Slot slot Slot Name: Facet List

FacetlJst [ Facet | Facet List ] / [ ]

Facet facet FacetNume: FacetValue

following table shows permitted FacetNames and corresponding FacetValues

FacetN.ime

type
value

ifQillcd

ifNccded
whcnChangcd
ifSuccedcd

default

FacetValue

typeSpecification
constant
explanation text

ruleGroup
rulcGroup or procedural attachment
explanation text

constant
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where allowed typeSpeiification are

integer

real

siring

boolean

&
sctof
'.ustjtf

instance _of

tvpeNurne

typeSpecification
typeSpecification
frame Name
/* name of user defined type */

6.2.2 FRAME REPRESENTATION IN PROLOG

One scheme for representing a frame in PROLOG is to use a seperate predicate
(with an arity 3) for each frame. In 'his scheme frame name serves as predicate name. A
clause of this predicate actually represents the frame. Its general form is

framcName (Parent, ClassOrlnslance, Slotl.isi).
where

frameName is a predicate name which uniquely identifies each frame,
e.g. frames for class reactor and its instance xReactor are

reactor (object, class, SlotList) and xReactor (reactor, instance, SIotList).

Difficulty with this scheme is to handle queries which need to treat frame names as

variables. The source of this problem is the fact that PROLOG is based on first order predi-

cate calculus, and therefore it does not allow variable predicate names. This problem can be

overcome in an alternative scheme wherein a dummy predicate object with arity 4 repre-

sents each frame, where an extra arity holds FrameName. Its general form is

object {FrameName, Parent, ClasxOrlmumce, Slot List).

and frame for class reactor shown on page 11 in KRL will be as follows in PROLOG

object (reactor, object, class,
[slot (setPower, [facet (type, real),

facet (ifNeeded, rl)]),

slot (excessPower, (facet (type, boolean),
facet (default, false),
facet (ifNeeded, r2),
facet (ij'Called, "Establishing whether power

exceeded set limit."])

slot {channelLut, [facet (type, lis(Of(channel)j)
slot (mrdcRecorderFlag, [facet (type, boolean), fccet (ifNeeded, r3)])).
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and its instance xReactor is

object (xReactor, reactor, instance,

[slot (channelList, [facet (value, [aLinP,bLinP,cLinP,..i)])]).

Main feature of this scheme is that it uses name of a frame as one of the arguments

of the predicate 'object'. Like any other argument, this field can be instantiated or kept

unspecified. This permits full flexibility in processing different queries. Moreover, since class

frames and instance frames are represented alike, a single set of predicates manipulates

both class frames and their instances.

However this scheme may cause certain problems, especially when database size

increases. As number of frames increase, number of clauses for 'object' increase; this, in

turn, will increase time to locate a particular frame. But this may not be very serious as most

of the PROLOG implementations provide clause indexing on its first parameter. Another

problem, again not a very serious one, could be due to the limit imposed by many PROLOG

implementations on number of clauses for a given predicate. This puts a limit on total

number of frames. However, even on PCs, this limit is quite large and therefore it is very

unlikely to reach it in most of the applications.

In this implementation the latter scheme is adopted.

6.2.3 RULE REPRESENTATION IN KRL

The shell implements both mechanisms of inferencing with rules i.e backward chain-

ing and forward chaining.

Forward Ruie Representation

Syntax for representing forward rules in KRL is

fwRule RuleGrpName

frameName: name

ForwordRuleLLu

endRule.

wh^re keywords fwRule & endRule are used to enclose each forward chaining rule
"•-oun identified by RuleGrpName. frameName identifies that RuleGrpName belongs to that
frame and has to be explicitly mentioned to indicate that the frameName is the owner of that
RuleGrpName. A ForwardRuleLlst /ists all related rules. When any RuleGrpName is acti-
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vated, all tiie rules listed in the ForwardRuleList are fired in the same sequence as they
appear in the list.

ForwardRuleList [ FwRule \ ForwardRuleList ] / { ]
FwRule RuleName : Command

where RuleName identifies each rule individually, Command can be of any of the
following type

fire (FwRuleGroupName)
Command if BooleanExpression

BooleanExpression then Commandl else Command2
forall (Generator.Command)
while (Condition.Command)
Command also Comma/id

establish (FrameNameSpecifier: SlotName)
reEstahiish (FrameNameSpecifier: SlotName)
assignment such as Variable := Expression

Typical forward rules are illustrated below.

fwRule diagnose /* for loop command */
frameName reactor

rule r l : forall (X in channelList, fire (X:diagnose))

endRule.

fwRule diagnose

frameName linPChannel

rule r l : (display (Instance,"is faulty!"), faultyFlag » true)

if

(excessLamp = = "off and not(parentSystem:excessPower)).

endRule.

fwRule cabinctRule

frameName cabinet
rule r l : (display ("Cabinet supply not ok.")

if

not(cabinetSupplyOK))

endRule.
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Rules diagnose attached to frame reactor ;wd another rule of the same name at-
tached to frame linPChannel are examples of forward chaining rules. These rules typically
consist of commands which will be executed either through an implicit call when a slot value
changes (demon firing) or through an explicit invocation by fire command. cabinetRule is an
example of a demon. It gets triggered whenever the slot cabinctSupplyOK changes its value.
fire command fires a group of forward chaining rules. All rules applicable at a time are fired
in the order in which they are listed in the RulcGroup. The cabinetRule illustrates the
conditional command where expression not (cabinetSupplyOK) is first evaluated. If it is
found true then the command will he executed.

Backward Rules Representation

Syntax for representing backward rules in K.RL is
bwRule Ruk'GrpName

frameName: Name
Buc kw< ml Rule List

endRule.

whei-.r keywords bwRule «fe endRtile are used to enclose each backward chaining rule
group identified by RulcGrpName. frameName identifies that RuleGrpName belongs to thai
frame and has to be explicitly mentioned to indicate th;it the frameName is the owner of that
RuleGrpName. As there can be more than one rule in a group BackwardRuleList specifies
list of all the rules belonging to this group. One by one rules in the RuleGrpName are
activated as per the sequence in the list BackwaniRiiIeList, the process ends at the first rule
which succeeds and remaining rules are ignored.

BackwardRuleLisi [ BwRule | BackwardRuleLisl } I [ ]
bwRule nileName : askiPromptSmng) I Expressionl if Expression2

where RulcNamc identifies each rule individually, usUPromptString) prompts a string

Prompt String to user and in response, the user has to provide a value for the slot. The other

type of backward rule is [expressionI if Expression2 type, where Expressionl can be any of

the following type whereas Expression! is a boolean expression.

rj Class of operation ___
Arithmetic
Logical
Comparison
String Comparison
Set and List

Operators

or, and, not

>, >=, ^ < , =. \=

including, excluding, common, append,

isjength.of, issubset of
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Backward chaining rules are activated as follows. Whenever a frame server is requested
to fetch a value of a skit in a given frame, it first checks whether the slot value is already
instantiated and if so this slot value is returned. Otherwise the frame server checks if the slot
has ifNvcdcd facet associated with it. The ifNeeded facet specifies the name of the backward
chaining rule group RuleGrpNanu; activation of which may possibly yield the slot value. The
rules in this rule group are tried one by one till slot value is obtained or rules are exhausted.
If the slot value is still not obtained, the Frame Server assigns the default value, if available.
This process continues upwards in the inheritance tree. Typical backward rules are illus-
trated below.

bwRule rl

f ameNarne reactor

rule n: ask ("What is the set power level?")
endRuie.

bwRule r2

frameName reactor

rule r2: (true)

if

(mrdcRecorderFlag or logPowerRecorderFlag))

endRulc.

bwRule r3

frameName reactor

rule r3 : ask ("MRDC Recorder reads > set power")

cndRuic.

Backward chaining rule rl is of ask {PromptString) type where "What is the set
power level? is prompted to the user and he is asked to feed in a value of the power level

which will be used in further processing. Rules r2 and r3 are of Expression! it Expression!

type.

6.2.4 RUIJi RF.PRRSI-NTATION IN PROLOG

Forward chaining and backward chaining rules are represented in PROLOG by two
predicates fwrule (arity4) and bwrulc (arity4) respectively. As these two predicates take
identical parameters, a single predicate could have been chosen with an extra parameter to
indicate rule category. Since their processing is quite different, this could have very margin-
ally reduced the amount of coding. However, the use of two separate predicates improves
readability of KB considerably. This becomes an important issue when, at times, we need
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to directly edit KB in PROLOG. Rules are always seen in the context of associated frame.
Hence it seems logical to represent rules along with rest of the frame details. This can be
easily accomplished by adding an extra parameter to the object predicate. But a rule by itself
is a separate entity and can have very complex structure. This can pose problems as normally
there is a limit on the size of a clause and merging of representation may exceed the limit.
The separation of representation also improves readability. General form of a rule group as
it appears in PROLOG is :

fwrule (FrameName, RuleGroupName, InstanceName, Rule List)
where FrameName is a symbolic name of associated class frame.

Ruk'GroupName is a symbolic name of a rule-group.
InslnnceName is a name of Instance that provides context in which the

rule group is activated.

RulcList is a list of rules in the group

General structure of a RuleLLst in PROLOG is as follows

Ruli-LLst : [Rule | Rule List] / [ ]

Rule : rule {Rule Name, Rule Facet List)

RuleName : symbolic name of individual rule in a group

RuleFacelLLst : [RuleFacet | RuleFacetList]

Rule Facet : facet {RuleFacet Id, RuleFacetValue)

Rule Facet Id : value / ifSuccessfui / ifCalled

First four terms are self explanatory. In RuleFacet, one has to specify identifier

RuleFacetld takes one of the values listed above. For value RuleFacet Id, RuleFacetValue

stores the actual rule whereas for other two (ifSuccessfui I ifCalled) RuteFacetlds, Rule-

FacetValue stores explanation text which will be displayed on the screen when user requests

for line of reasoning. Following is an illustration of rule diagnose associated with frame

reactor in PROLOG

fwrule (reactor, diagnose, InstanceName,
(rule(rl,[facet(value, for_all (X in channelList fire (X:diagnose)))])]).

FrameName
RulcGroupName
[nstanceNamc

Rulelist

Rule

RulcName

RulcFacetList

RulcFacct

RuleFacetld

RulcFacetValue

reactor
diiignose
Inst.mce variable
[rulc(rl,[faccl( value, forall (X in channelL'st fire(X:diagnose)))]))
rule(rl,[facct( value, forall (X in channelList fire(X.diagnose)))])

rl
[facetfvalue, forall (X in channelList fire(X:diagnose)))]

facet(value, for_all (X in channelList fire(X:diagnose)))

value
for_all (X in channelList
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6.3 INFERENCE ENGINE (11-)

The inference engine facilitates manipulation of knowledge in the KB so as to pursue
goals of ES application. IE comprises of three components Frame / Rule Server, Expression
Evaluator and Command Interpreter. The Server provides interface to frames and rules.
Expression evaluator supplies code for evaluation of expressions which appear mainly in
backward chaining rules. Comirutud interpreter interprets commands which compose forward
chaining rules.

63.1 FRAME /RULE SERVER

The frame/rule server provides a set of serving predicates to manipulate data embedded
in the frame/ruie structure. All the client modules interact with frames/rules strictly through
the server. This hides internal frame/rtiie structure from other modules, and therefore, if
required one can modify these structures without affecting other modules.

Predicates are provided to insert, modify and delete frames(class or instance), slots

and facets. Similar predicates are also provided for rules. There are predicates which can

access slot or facet data directly from a given frame or from its ancestors through the

inheritance chain. Frame server follows a particular logic when a slot value is requested.

The server first tries to find out if the slot is instantiated and if so supplies the instantiated

value. Otherwise it finds out if a slot has an associated backward chaining rule-group. ifNeeded

facet specifies this rule-group and if present, is activated. If successfully executed, it will

yield slot value.

Following is a list of typical predicates designed for frame server.

Frame predicates

newClass (ClassName, ParentClass).

ncwlnslance (InstanceName, InstanceClass).
addObjcct (ObjectName, ParentClass, ClassOrlnstance, Slotlist).

dclcteObjcct (ObjectName, ParentClass, ClassOrlnstance, Slotlist).

Inheritance predicates

isA (Object, Ancestor).
isAl jst (Object, AncestorList).
inherits (Instance, Ancestor).

Slot manipulating predicates
newSlot (Object, Slot, SlotType).
addSlot (Slot, OldFacetList, NewFacetList).
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deleleSlot (Slot, OldFaeetList, NewFacetList).
hasSlot (Object, Slot).
hasSlotinherit (Object, Slot).
slntlnheiitFromClass (Object, Class, Slot).

Facet manipulating predicates

addFacet (Facet, OlclFaeetList, NewFacetList).

replaceFacet (Facet, OldF;acetList, NewFacetList).

deletcFacct (Object, Slot, Facet).

putFacct (Object, Slot, Facet, FacetValue).

getFacet (Object, Slot, Facet, FacetValue).

getFacetInherit (Object, Slot, Facet, FacetValue).

gctFacetlnheritClass (Object, Class, Slot, Facet, FacetValue).

gctSlot Value (Instance, Slot, Slot Value).

putSlot Value (Instance, Slot, Slot Value).

Following is a list of typical predicates designed for rule server.

Rule group predicates

newRuleGroup (Object, RuleGroupName, BackOrForward).

deleteRuleGroup (Object, RuleGroupName, BackOrForward).

getRuleGroup (Object, RuleGroupName, RuleList, BackOrForward).

getRulcGroupInherit (Object, RuleGroupName, RuleList, BackOrForward)

Rule predicates

ncwRule (RuleList, RuieName).

deleteRule (RuleList, RuieName).

gctRuIeFacetList (Rulelist, RuieName, RuleFacetList).

Rule facet predicates
addRuleFacct (RuleFacetList, FacetName, FacetValue).

deleteRuleFacet (RuleFacetList, FacetName).

getRulcFacet (RuleFacetList, FacetName, FacetValue).

Full listing of PROLOG code will occupy very large space hence it is not given along
with each predicate and only functionally important predicates have been listed above.

6.3.2 EXPRIiSSION I-VALUATOR

Expressions are quite commonly used in conventional programming languages to

specify computations to be performed on some constants and variables. Any expression,
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when evaluated, returns a value; the type of the value depends on operator. and typ« of
operands which compose the expression. The shell permits their use in specifying 'Condi-
tion' part of both forward and backward chaining rules. Expressions can also be used to
assign their values to frame slots.

PROLOG has built-in facility to specify and evaluate expressions. However. v,e *•:•
of operators and kind of data types it supports, is rather limited. Moieuver, operands in
PROLOG expressions are limited to constants and instantiated variables: common notion of
variables as place holders of data values is not permitted. The shell has substantially expanded
this built-in facility, by including many useful operators and data types. It also permits use
of frame-slots, true analog of variables of normal programming languages, which store values
that may get changed as computation proceeds. The expression cvaluator m the shell
processes expressions which use these extensions.

Elements of expression

Operands and operators compose expressions. As previously mentioned, the shell
has an extended repertoire of operands and operators. In addition u> constants and instan-
tiated variables as supported by PROLOG, one can use instance names and slot names as
operands. The slot names also called as reference operands, are expressed as instance names
followed by one or more slot names. Following list shows typical operand forms.

true

11A3]

reactor

reactor : excessPower

boolean constant
list constant

instance name

reference operand which denotes

value of excessPower slot of reactor frame

Although, PROLOG has number of predefined operators such as arithmetic operators,
siring operators, comparison operators, it also provides a facility to define new operators.
By taking advantage of this facility, the sheli defines a set of new operators, such as logical
operators, set operators, frame operators etc. Typical examples are listed beiow.

Operators : and, or and not

Set Operators :
operator
x in Y

X is sunset_of Y
X common Y
X including Y

description
set membership test

test of subset relationship
intersection of X an Y
union of X and Y

return value
boolean

boolean
set
set
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Frame operators :
operator
Xis a Y

X inherits from Y

X : Y

description
X instance of Y

X subclass of Y

Y ancestor of X
slot Y of frame X

return value
boolean

boolean
slot value

The expression evaluator supplies necessary code to define these operators and

evaluate corresponding expressions. To illustrate this, consider a colon ( : ) operator which

ESD shell defines using a built-in predicate op as

op (10, yfx, :)

This statement defines relative precedence and associativity of a colon ( : ) operator

and permits unambiguous and correct interpretation of expression without the necessity of

using brackets.

e.g Consider a subexpression

aLinP : parentSystem ; excessPower

This is correctly interpreted as

(aLinp : parentSystem) : excessPower

and not as
aLinP : (parentSystem : excessPower)

To process this subexpression, the evaluater first invokes frame server with aLinP
and parenlSystem as frame and slot parameters respectively, which returns xReactor as slot

value. The evaluator again activates frame server, but this time with xReactor and excess-
Power as new parameters. The value which the server returns is the value of slot excess-

Power in xReactor frame.

Following is the list of typical predicates designed for expression evaluator.

expression (Expression, ExpressionValue).

simpleExpression (Simple-Expression, Expression Value).

term (Term, TerniValue).

factor (Factor, FaclorValue).

Generators

The shell accepts special kinds of expressions such as: I , 2 31 2 , . In the language of the,

shell, this will be expressed as sum([ from 1 to 23. I2). The part I from 1 to 23 is called as
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generator and specifies a range over which the local variable I varies, and generates new
values of I. I2 specifies an expression which will be evaluated with the new values the generator
instantiates in each iteration. The function sum specifies how these expression values are
combined. The generators which are implemented in the shell are

I from L (LowerBound) L and U are integer expressions.

to U (UpperBound) It binds I to L, L+1 .. U.

I in Set 1 is bound to successive values in the Set

I in List I is bound to successive values of LisL

I i s a Frame f is bound to all instances of Frame.

I inheritefrom Frame I is bound to all instances of Frame and its children.

In addition to above simple forms of generator, a conditional generator is also incor-
porated and is expressed as

Generator where BoolExp

where Generator is of any one of the forms listed above and it generates new values

which are subjected to a condition specified by BoolExp a boolean expression. The condi-

tional generator filters out those values which do not satisfy BoolExp condition.

Following are the examples of expressions which use generators.

sum (Generator, Exp) Sum of values of Exp in each iteration

product (Generator, Exp) Product of values of Exp in each iteration

count (Generator where BoolExp) G>unt of number of times

Generators are implemented using backtracking mechanism of PROLOG and the

corresponding expressions are evaluated using the built-in predicate bagof.

6J.3 COMMAND INTERPRETER

Contrary to expressions which compute values, commands specify actions to be carried

(HI< such as changing or adding knowledge elements to the KB, activating certain rule, or

displaying some text to the screen etc. The shell commands cover all important categories

iinmcly, assignment command, conditional command and the iterative or the loop com-

mands. Moreover, these commands can be nested freely. Command interpreter of the shell

supplies the necessary code to interpret and execute these various commands.

Assignment command is used to assign values to frame slots. Its general form is
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reference := expression

e.g xReactor : excessPower := true.

PROLOG code for AssignmentCommand is
execute ( Variable := Expression ) :-

expression (Expression, ExpressionValue),

assign (ExpressionValue, Variable).

assign (ExpressionValue, Variable) :-

Variable = InstanceChain : Slot,

expression (InstanceChain, Instance),

putSlotValue (Instance, Slot, ExpressionValue).
Command which activates other command such as fire (i.e. activating rules) is

implemented as follows in PROLOG

FireCommand :

execute (fire (InstanceChain : RuleGroup)) :•

expression (InstanceChain, Instance),

getRuleGroupInheritence (Instance, RuleGrouName, RuleList, forward),
executeRuleGroup (Instance, RuleGroupName, RuleList).

executeRuleGroup (Instance, RuleGroupName, [ ]).

executeRuleGroup (Instance, RuleGroupName, [ Rule | TailRuleList) :-
executeRule (Instance, RuleGroupMane, Rule),
executeRuleGroup (Instance, RuleGroupName, TailRuleList).

executeRule (Instance, RuleGroupName, Rule) :-

getRuleFacet (Rule, value, Command),

execute (Command).

Conditional commands take one of the two forms:
Command if Condition /* Condition is a boolean expression */

or
Condition then Commandl else Command2

then and else key words are defined as right associative low priority operators. The
use of key words as operators helps in resolving ambiguities which arise in nested commands
and ensures proper sequence of their execution.
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PROLOG code for first form of ConditionalCommand is
execute (Command if Condition ) :-

expression (Expression, ConditionResult),

ExpressionValue = true,

execute (Command).

and for the second form of ConditionalCommand is

execute (Condition then Command 1 eke Command2) :-

expression (Condition, ConditionResult),

ConditionResult = true,

execute (Command 1) ;

execute (Command2).

Loop commands use generators to instantiate loop variables with new set of values

in each iterations. As an illustration, consider an equivalent of for statement of PASCAL

language, a for_all command of the ESD shell :

for_all (Generator, Command).

Command is executed as many times as decided by Generator. Backtracking

mechanism is used to implement loop command.

PROLOG code for LoopCommand is

for_all (Generator, Command) :-

generator (Generator),

execute (Command),

fail.

6.3.4 EXPLANATION GENERATOR

The shell provides explanation facilities through which it explains its line of reason-

ing. The user can request an explanation at any stage of the consultation . This helps in

building user's confidence in the ES consultations. The shell provides explanation for its

conclusions through chain of rules which lead to these conclusions. The ifCalled and ifSuccessful

facets allow attachment of text which describe associated rule in simple English. The inference

engine arranges to display this text on request. The explanation facility is also useful in

validation and verification of expert system.

6.4 USER INTERFACE:

Man-machine interactions are necessary both for the development of expert systems
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and their actual use. Knowledge engineers nivi domain experts interact with ES for creation
and maintenance of the knowledge base and subsequently for its verification and validation.
End-users need to communicate with ES so as to express domain related problems for
which the ES is designed and receive solutions for the same.

The shell has provided a standard set of tools for friendly interactions. These
off-the-shelf tools considerably reduce efforts in designing these interfaces. Moreover, use
of these tools also ensures interface consistency across different applications.

User interface tools include Forms Handler and Pop-up Menu Handler which provide
set of utilities for managing screen display and keyboard input. Forms and menus represent
displayable entities which group reiaied items. Forms allow data entry whereas menus allow
data selection.These tools are mainly used by interactive Knowledge Editor during
development stage and finally at the runtime for organising friendly user interactions.

6.4.1 FORM HANDLER

Whenever ES needs information from the user during runtime, one simple way is to

linearly prompt one by one item on the screen, and ask the user to key-in the requested data.

This simple approach suffices if number of items are few and if they represent independent

and xmall chunks of information. However such is not the case with most of the practical ES.

The user will find it convenient if he is asked related information appropriately grouped

together and presented on tlie screen. He is then relieved of burden to remember

inter-related data and will be able to key in consistent and error free information. Forms

meet this requirement.

Form handler groups related information items in a Form Template. A form template
consists of two types of fields: caption fields and variable or data entry fields. Caption fields
are fixed text fields which helps the user to understand what kind of data is expected from
him. Caption texts displayed on the screen are not changeable by the user but are meant for
his guidance only. Variable or data entry fidds are the positions on the screen where the
user is supposed to key-in data. Form handler displays template, moves cursor from one
data field to the other as user presses cursor keys and allows user to enter data into these
fields. l>et us consider a case wherein the user is required to key-in frame information during
knowledge acquisition phase. The Knowledge editor outputs a template as shown in Fig. 8
on the screen. This Form template is represented in PROLOG as follows.

Predicate formTemplate(arity 2) is used to represent a form template. Clauses of this

predicate are used to represent Caption and Variable fields. General form of the predicate

formTemp!ate is
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FRAME:

Slot :

Type:
Value

Default :

*f called :

Ifneeded
Ifsucceeded :

Ifjailed :
Whenchanged :

ESD SHELL
FRAME BROWSER

Channel

PARENT: [Object

CL or INST : Instance

assemblyjist

listof_instanceof_assembly

11

Use [ Arrows / Home /End / Btab / Cr ] to move Cursor, F4 to delete Slot, ESC to
Proceed, Pg Up & Pg Da to Browse Slot

FIG. $ FORM TEMPLATE in FRAME BROWSER
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formTemplate (• FormName, Formhem ).

where FormName identifies each form

Formhem describes content of form.

Formhem can be of any one of following PROLOG terms

form ( FormName, ForeColor, BackColor, XTopLefiComer, YTopLeflComer,
FormWulth, Formlieighi ).

captionFileld ( XLeftCorner, YLeflConier, CaptionWidth, CaptionText ).

dataField ( FieldName, Datatype, InitialData, XLeftComer, YLeftComer,

DataWLith).

The form handler provides two interfacing predicates, writeForm {FormName) and
readForm (FormName). The predicate writeForm is used to display the form FormName.
The readForm predicate returns the form FormName with variable fields initialised with the
data that the user has keyed-in.

6.4.2 MENU HANDLER

Menu handler displays menus, manages cursor movements and lets user select single

or multiple menu items. It also permits pop-up menus, a hierarchial organisation of multiple

menus. Pop-up menus are convenient when number of menu items are large. KB manager

uses pop-up menus to organise various knowledge base manipulation commands and options

available. Implementation of pop-up nenu handler is based on the built-in predicate menu
(arity 4) of PROLOG which handles only single level menus. Consider a case where pop-

up menus as follows are required.

subMenul
iteml-1

item 1-2
iteml-m

1 >

topmenu

iteml

item2

itemN "

subMenul
item2-l

item2-2
item2-m

subMenuN
itemN-1

itemN-2

itemN-m
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Each menu is represented in PROLOG using a predicate menuTcmplate(arity 7).

menuTemplate ( MenuName, XTopLefiComer, YTopLeftComer, MenuWidth,

MenuHeightMenuIiemLisl, lnilialChoice ).

e.g. topmenu in PROLOG appears as follows

menuTemplate ( topmenu, 5, 5, 10, 5, [ileml, item2, itemN], item2 ).

A predicate called popupMenu (aiity 2) defines menu-submenu relationship amongst
different menus.

popupMenu (ItemName, SubMenuName).

In the above case this relationship in PROLOG is represented as

popupMenu (iteml, subMenul).

popupMenu (item2, subMenu2).

popupMenu (itemN, subMenuN).

This illustrates how relationship amongst menus and submenus is represented in
PROLOG. A simplified version of the actual PROLOG code, shown below gives a general
idea as to how pop-up menus are processed.

menuHandler (TopMenu) :-
inilStack.

proccssPopMenu (TopMenu, j ] ),

closcS tack.

processPopMenu (CurrentMenu, ListOfPreviousChoices) :-

mcnulnif (CurrentMenu),

repeat,

getUserChoice (CurrentMenu, CurrentChoice),

gctPopUpMenu (CurrentChoice, SubMenu),

processMcnultem (SubMenu, (CurrentChoice | ListOfPreviousChoices]),

Choice = Ksc, !,

closeMenu (CurrentMenu).

procexsMenuItem (nil, ListOfChoice) :- menuAction (ListOfCoices), I.

processMcnultem (SubMenu, ListOfChoices) :-
processPopMenu (SubMenu, ListOfChoices).
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The menu handler allows the user to return to the previous menu by pressing ESC
key. It maintains explicit slack with a set of predicates like initStack, closeStack etc. to store
and retrieve states of different levels to return to previous level.

6.5 KNOWLEDGE MANAGER

6.5.1 KRL COMPILER

ESD shell provides a high level language, KRL to express domain knowledge. KRL
compiler compiles knowledge expressed in KRL language into PROLOG. The compiler
uses definite clause grammar (DCG) facility for expressing KRL grammar and KRL. to
PROLOG translations, it makes use of a tokeniser supplied by PROLOG for tokenising
KRL sentences. The purser is based on top down recursive descent parsing with backtrack-
ing. As it parses KRL sentences, it composes PROLOG translations into PROLOG vari-
ables.

Consider a simple simple forward chaining rule as an example to illustrate the PROLOG

implementation of KRL compiler. In order to avoid intricacies which may hamper easy

understanding of this implementation, a simplified version of the actual PROLOG code is

used in illustrating this example.

KRL syntax for forward chaining rule is
fwRule -* ruleName : command.
command -• assignCommand / fireCommand etc....

assignCommand -• variable := expression.

These grammar rules are expressed in DCG form, in KRL compiler, as follows

fwRuleDCG (rule (RuleName, {facet (value, Command) ) ))

-* rufcNameDCX} (RuleName), [:], commandDCG (Command).

commandDCG (Command) -* assignCommandDCG (Command).

commandDCG (Command) - fireCommandDCG (Command).

assignCommandDCO (Variable := Expression)
— ariablcDCG (Variable), [:-), exprcssionPCG (Expression).

Each of the DCG clause, not only specifies the syntax of the entity it stands for, but

also collects ihe PROLOG translation in its argument.

A program fragment which parses a forward rule is
parseFwRule (FwRule) :- scan (List), phrase (FwRule, List ).
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Predicate scan (arity 1) is a lexical analyzer which scans KRL statements from current

input stream and tokenises them and stores the list of tokens in the argument List. List is

passed on to phrase (arity 2), a built-in predicate. The phrase predicate activates DCGs and

the PROLOG clause activation mechanism in turn causes top-down recursive descent search

for a DCG which matches «he KRL statement represented by List. FwRnle finally contains

PROLOG compiled version of initial KRL statement fwRule.

6.5.2 KNOWLEDGE EDITOR

Though, initially, it is convenient to express most of the knowledge in KRL and
compile it using KRL compiler, it is far more easier to carry out subsequent refinements
directly in the compiled knowledge base. However, the compiled knowledge is in PROLOG
and hence difficult lo unciersand. The interactive KB editor provides an easy-to-understanci
window over the knowledge base. It uses different forms ;o present the knowledge in a
user-friendly manner. Using the various menu options, ;he knowledge engineer can
interactively create, delete, edit, browse and print frames & their instances, data types and
rules. While updating the knowledge base, the knowledge editor institutes number of checks
to ensure consistency and integrity of the knowledge base and brings out anamolies to the
notice of the user. The browse option allows inspection of the entire knowledge base. The
entities are presented to the user in the form of a template, e.g. Frame Template for browse
as shown in Fig. 8, eliminating the necessity to understand the intricate internal represen-
tations. The print option provides a hard copy of the knowledge base using english like
syntax.

The Knowledge Editor acts as a negotiator between KRL form and PROLOG form

of the knowledge base. This is implemented by an interface between Frame / Rule Server

and FormHandier. it works as follows: once the Knowledge Engineer makes entries into,

e.g. Frame template, the knowledge editor maps the values of the data fields into the Facet

and Slot values of the displayed frame. It then calls the Frame Server to record these

changes in the knowledge base. When the editor displays the Frame to the user, reverse

mapping of slot values into data field values is performed. General code for this process is

as shown below.

editFrame (FrumeNume) :*
map Value (FrumeNomc),

reailScreen (fmmcTemplaw),
revMapValue {FramcName, Parent, Class, SlotLisi).
addOhject (FmmeNume, Parent, Class, SlotLisi).
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7. FUTURR EXTRNSIONS

The functionality provided in the ES shell addresses most of the problems associated
with the development of ES, which communicate with external world mainly through human
interactions. But some of our current applications involve real time operation. These
real-time expert systems impose additional requirements. Firstly, time should be considered
in the reasoning process. Secondly, it needs to provide a way to deal with uncertainty in data
and knowledge. Inferencing strategy requires more flexibility. We will discuss each of these
requirements and indicate very briefly how these can be accommodated in the shell.

Temporal Reasoning

Many decisions in real-time systems depend on the time at which a particular external

event occurs or the sequence in which the events occur. The KR schemes should therefore

permit representation of temporal relationships and inferencing process should utilise these

temporal relationships to reason about past, present and future events. Real-time systems

deal with data which are either not durable or decay in quality with time; all deductions

based on this data also become invalid. A reasoning mechanism known as nonmonotonic

reasoning offers a way to deal with such situations. Truth maintenance is one way of

implementing this mechanism where, along with each deduced fact a list of supporting facts

is stored. When any of the supporting fact ceases to exist, the deduced fact is removed from

the knowledge-base.

Uncertainty handling

Validity of data coming to ES may be in doubt due to degradation of sensor

performance. ES must be able to recognise and appropriately process the data of uncertain

validity. Well-known uncertainty models based on Baye's theorem or certainty factors can be

easily incorporated in the shell by modifying its inf'rencing process. Fuzzy logic or

multi-valued logic offer important alternatives which are worth pursuing.

Control of inferencing process

When a significant event occurs, Real-time ES must be able to change its focus

towards the event within required time and pull all its resources to handle it. The demons

described earlier, handle this requirement to a certain extent. Agenda-based scheduling

provides more flexible alternative. A data structure called agenda stores a list of pending

tasks along with their priorities. The scheduler periodically scans the agenda and selects the

most important task for execution.
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Since the shell is designed inhouse, it is comparatively easy to add these and any

additional features in the existing shell as need arise. Our future efforts will be directed

toward making the shell suitable for developing real-time expert systems.

a CONCLUSIONS

The ESD shell offers basic building blocks for development of Expert Systems for

wide spectrum of applications. Considerable reduction in time and efforts for successive

expert systems is possible with the shell resulting into fast prototyping. The in-house developed

shell has added advantage over commercially available shells in that the functionality and

performance of the shell can be tuned to the needs of individual applications. Moreover,

since the development is carried out in PROLOG, it can be easily ported onto different

platforms.
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